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Maryland Long Haul Network

Connection between urban areas is an expensive endeavor that is needed by private 
businesses, State and Local Governments, and telecommunication providers.  
The open conduit and dark fiber plan of Harbor Link satisfies this need between 
the urban centers of Baltimore, MD and Washington, D.C.. Additional lateral 
connections throughout the state of Maryland will provide the lifeline of broadband 
services to close the digital equality gap within the state, county, and cities.
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Opportunity
 5G, the next-gen wireless standard, represents a massive investment in telecom infrastructure over the next decade. The 
long haul connection to Washington D.C. provides a solid backbone route for numerous carriers to develop their networks. 
Demand from vendors, government agencies, financial instutions, schools, and Healthcare has grown dramatically due to 
COVID-19, forcing more individuals and students to work remotely, particurlaly in the underserved areas.

Harbor Link Solution
Harbor Link seeks to construct a privately-owned, open access telecom conduit system to make it significantly easier to 
dramatically upgrade and expand connectivity services between Baltimore, MD and Washington, D.C., and ultimately, on 
to Ashburn, VA. The construction of the laterals connecting numerous surrounding towns and rural areas provides the 
infrastructure that is needed today for the future.  Harbor Link’s business model will allow all providers (large and small) to 
affordably offer premier broadband services to these currently underserved customers, closing the gap in digital equality.

Status
The Maryland long haul sections are currently in the engineering and 
permitting phase with construction expected to be underway Q2 of 2021.


